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Tackling the threat of climate change and ending the misery of cold homes

‘Meaningful public
consent’ is missing
ingredient in UK
energy policy

... says Simon Roberts
at the ‘Energy Den’

Dozens turned up at Triodos Renewables’ ‘wind
open day’ at Avonmouth, Bristol in June 2014.
See the film at http://youtu.be/knSomSMYy2o

[Progressive Energy Governance was organised by the University of Exeter (21 May 2014]

through their bills and taxes, so they’ll
increasingly resent initiatives which ramp
up costs without delivering benefits that
they understand and value. The phrase
‘Green Crap’ comes to mind.
Secondly, because people host much of
it in their communities and on their
landscapes. Wind farms, pylons, district
heating, biomass conversion – it all has to
happen somewhere. And people will resist
having things ‘done to them’ and decisions
taken without their involvement which
demonstrate little by way of local benefit.
And finally, because they need to do it

themselves. The transition requires changed
behaviours and investment decisions from
everyone. Smart meters, demand-response,
housing refurbs: people will need to accept
being convinced, cajoled, or
controlled into these changes.
I believe that we have
collectively failed over the last
two or three decades to
sustain and nourish public
understanding and
consent for the energy
system transition we
need.

“

“

My missing ingredient in the
governance of UK energy policy is what I
call ‘meaningful public consent’. Or put a
different way, unless we secure a new level
and quality of public consent for the
transition to a secure, affordable, low
carbon energy system, we will spectacularly
fail to achieve that goal.
Public involvement and consent is the
bedrock upon which the success or failure
of any policy or programme will be
determined. This is particularly true of
energy policy. Why?
Firstly, because people pay for it
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C

hief Executive, Simon Roberts was one of 20
experts who presented their views on the
future of the energy system at the ‘Progressive
Energy Governance’ conference at the Royal
Geographical Society, London, earlier this year.
The aim was to gather insights into the problems
faced by the energy system as currently constituted,
and how these might be overcome.
Along with a dozen of the other experts, Simon was
thrown into the ‘Energy Den’ to deliver a seven-minute
presentation to the whole conference. The opening two
minutes is reproduced here, and you can read the the
whole pitch at www.cse.org.uk/energyden
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We’re very proud to
have won the 2014
Ashden Award for
Reducing Fuel Poverty. This new
award recognises outstanding
contributions to tackling fuel
poverty in the UK, with entry
only open to former Ashden
Award winners.
“CSE is leading the way in
tackling the huge problem of
fuel poverty in the UK,” the
judges said.
“Aside from its significant
achievements in helping tens of

W

thousands of people manage
their energy bills and in sharing
its resources with many other
organisations, its influence on
national policy towards fuel
poverty is quite extraordinary.”
Simon Roberts, CSE’s Chief
Executive said: “We’re thrilled to
have our work recognised by
this award. We hope our
combination of practical local
work and influence on national
policy will inspire others to join
us in the fight to end the misery
of cold homes. Fuel poverty is a

Old meets new: energy audit of
Wiltshire Council’s Bourne Hill offices
CSE has just completed a
detailed energy audit of
Wiltshire Council’s Bourne
Hill offices in Salisbury. The
building is a striking
combination of the 18thcentury Grade II* listed
council offices and a boldly
modern three-storey
extension added in 2010.
The building was

designed to meet high
standards of energy
efficiency, but is it living up
to its potential in practice?
“A lot of effort is put
into creating energyefficient buildings,” says
CSE’s Martin Holley, “but
their performance can be
affected by a range of
factors, from the way the

Ashden made great videos of
all the winners of the 2014
Awards. You can see the film
they made for us (above) at
http://bit.ly/ZroC9o and all the
other amazing winners at
www.ashden.org/awards/2014/uk

building services are set up
and maintained to how
people themselves use the
facility.”
Overall, the building was
shown to perform better
than standard benchmarks in
terms of electricity
consumption, and marginally
less well for gas.
We identified a number
of ways the council could
reduce the building’s energy
use and improve the comfort
of those who work there. In

social injustice that we shouldn’t
tolerate. This award is a real
boost for our work towards
replacing fuel poverty with
energy justice.”
Ashden Awards celebrate
businesses and organisations
that tackle climate change and
improve people’s lives in the UK
and globally. CSE’s award was
supported by the Coutts
Foundation. Entries for Ashden
Awards 2015 are now open, see
www.ashden.org

Great work!

particular, our audit revealed
that savings of around 20%
could be made in gas
consumption simply by
adjusting the timing of the
water heating system which
was generating too much
hot water out-of-hours.
And the project clearly
shows that, in order to get
the best out of a building’s
low-carbon features, a good
handover between its
designers and its future
occupants is critical.

Read more at
www.cse.org/bournehill
This project is part of Innovate UK
(formerly) Technology Strategy
Board’s Building Performance
Evaluation Scheme.
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The 2014 Ashden Award for
Reducing Fuel Poverty goes to ... CSE!
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Earlier in the year we completed a study for Ofgem looking into the
daily patterns of people’s electricity use.
Time-of-Use (ToU) tariffs are likely to become widespread when
smart meters are rolled out. Householders will be able to see when
they are using more or less electricity, and energy suppliers will be
able to monitor this, meaning that tariffs offering a discounted rate
for off-peak periods might become more attractive.
Our analysis used half-hourly data to identify some typical
electricity use patterns, and undertook some initial assessments of
the potential impact of ToU tariffs on householders’ electricity bills.
Joshua Thumim, who headed up the analysis, said: “The
techniques we used here could be extended to much larger data
samples, offering opportunities to support regulatory and policy
development work in the domestic electricity arena.”

For details, see www.cse.org.uk/time-of-use-tariffs

How energy
saving fits into
Whitehall’s
modelling of UK
energy system

C

SE recently completed a
detailed analysis of the
way in which “D3” energy
measures (demand reduction,
demand shifting, and distributed
energy) are represented in the
various models of the UK energy
system used by the Government.
The research involved faceto-face interviews with analysts
from the Department of Energy
and Climate Change as well as
source code reviews of a
number of models, and provided
a fascinating insight into the
way in which DECC models the
energy system and its policy
interventions.
We found a large number of

models to represent different
aspects of the energy system,
and the effects of different
policies. These models are in
general well designed for their
original purposes; however the
complex interactions which
characterise some D3
interventions (e.g. district
heating, embedded power
generation, time-of-use tariffs)
are inherently difficult to model,
and are likely to require new
approaches.
Joshua Thumim, CSE’s Head
of Research & Analysis and one
of the authors of the report, said
“This work – which
demonstrates CSE’s expertise in
both software engineering and
policy analysis – will support
DECC as it continues to improve
and develop its modelling in the
critical processes of policy
development and evaluation.”
You can download ‘An analysis
of D3 in DECC’s energy
system models’ from our
website: www.cse.org.uk/D3

Government’s new
computer model of
British households’
energy use is now out

P

rogrammers and
researchers from CSE
have been working on a
major project with the
Department of Energy and
Climate Change, and now after
18 months and a lot of coffee,
we’ve completed development
of the National Household
Model.
The NHM, as it’s fondly
known, is a domestic energy
policy modelling and analytical
tool covering the whole of Great
Britain. It’s been developed to
replace with one single modern
application the myriad of
separate models that DECC
analysts were using for a wide
range of purposes.

The NHM incorporates a
detailed representation of the
physical characteristics of Great
Britain’s housing stock
(particularly those relating to
energy efficiency), and the types
of occupants living there. It
allows users to model the
impact of very complex policies
on specified households at
points in time, as well as to view
characteristics of the housing
stock, like energy demand or
SAP rating. The NHM can model
the impact of lots of factors on
household energy use, from
different weather conditions to
fuel prices... And much more.
It’s currently being rolled out
at DECC, and there are more
developments in the pipeline.
For more details, including
around energy modelling,
reporting and scenarios, see
www.cse.org.uk/nhm

CSE’s model of the GB housing stock can simulate
the effects of everything from government policy
to the weather on how much energy people use

ANNA ARMSTRONG

Time-of-Use tariffs: what
difference could they make?

CSE completes the
development of
DECC’s National
Household Model
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“I’m freezing. My house is 12
degrees and I’m too much in
debt to turn the heating on”
... and other stories from our energy
advice home visits

C

SE’s Home Energy Team
is offering a special
Tenants’ Energy Advice
service funded by Bristol
City Council in which we
can offer home visits
and ongoing support to
council tenants who are having trouble
with their energy bills, or who are
struggling in other ways to keep warm
at home.
Demand for the service has been
huge, and includes people confused by
their heating systems, experiencing
problems with damp and mould, or in
serious debt to their energy supplier.
Here are just a few of their stories.

“I need help with my heating”

Winter
Warmth
Programme

ge UK has calculated that the
annual cost of cold homes to
the NHS in England is £1.36
billion. We need to join up
healthcare and the fight against fuel
poverty. I’m encouraged that the National
Institute of Health and Care Excellence
(NICE) have now (with CSE’s input) drawn
up draft guidance on tackling the health
impacts of cold homes, with a particular
focus on the role to be played by the health
and social care sectors.
These sectors are in a much better
position than energy companies to address
the challenge of fuel poverty from the
‘human’ end, making sure that home
energy efficiency improvements get to those
who really need them. GPs and social
workers would be much more accurate than
even the cleverest spreadsheet at identifying
people with cold homes. They might also be
able to increase the take-up of these home
improvements, so that people actually go
through with the installation. Whom are
you more likely to listen and respond to someone from the energy company that’s
been hiking your bills, or your GP?

Ian Preston, our Head of Home
Energy Services, gives his
vision for addressing
fuel poverty
through the
NHS

Mrs C had a new gas boiler put in by Bristol
City Council but she didn’t understand how
to use the controls so couldn’t turn the
heating on when she needed it. Through a
home visit, we showed her how to set the
thermostat and how to set the heating to
come on and off automatically.
Miss Y was spending a lot of money on her
electric prepayment meter. She didn’t know
how to use the night storage heaters or the
hot water cylinder, nor that she was on a
day/night electricity tariff. It turned out that
the hot water was on permanent ‘boost’
(using the expensive daytime rate) and her
storage heaters weren’t set up properly.

A

Following a home visit, the amount she
spends on electricity has greatly reduced
and the flat is now warm.

“Help! I’m in fuel debt”
Miss D was living in a very cold home (12°C
at times) with her nine year old daughter.
Over the years she’d run up a fuel debt of
£2,000 and had been making repayments
of £15 per week, so she simply couldn’t
afford to turn the heating on. We persuaded her energy supplier to lower her
repayments to £3.60 per week, meaning
that she could afford to turn the heating on
more, and applied to a trust fund to clear
her fuel debt. We also showed Miss D how
to use her heating controls and advised on
simple measures like draught-proofing
which will help to make her home warmer.

“Why is it so
mouldy in here?”
Mr and Mrs S
contacted us because
they were having
terrible problems with
damp and mould in
the living room,
bathroom and kitchen
of their home, and

Condensation
mould caused
by cold and lack
of ventilation

[Cont on p7]

Based on many years spent analysing
energy policy and fuel poverty interventions,
I would propose a ‘Winter Warmth
Programme’ as a way of joining up healthcare and energy efficiency, and maximising
the benefits that warm homes bring to
health. The aim would be to deliver afford-

GPs and social workers would be
better able than even the
cleverest spreadsheet to identify
people with cold homes
able warmth and an associated health
improvement, providing a clear rationale for
a minimum standard of energy efficiency
and heating control.
Under my Winter Warmth Programme –
which would not be funded by the health
service – frontline health professionals like
GPs and health visitors would be able to
prescribe a package of support to clients
suffering from a cold related-illness or a
disability made worse by living in a cold
home. This support would be in the form of
practical energy efficiency measures like
insulation, new heating systems and so on.
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CSE’s Home Energy Team encounters
problems like these every day. In many
cases, simply from not understanding
how to use the heating properly
a household can spiral into
serious financial difficulties.
Our work with Bristol City Council
allows us to tackle more cases
in detail and make a bigger
difference.

PHOTO: RUH, BATH

And rather than focus on a set of predefined
measures or a narrow group of eligible
households, the scheme would aim to bring
all referred households up to a minimum
standard of efficiency wherever possible for example EPC Band D with a fully
controllable heating system. I think it would
be best for these measures to be provided
free to anybody who is referred. But if there
must be means-testing, then the minimum

Sonia Pruzinsky is a
senior energy advisor
at CSE and stars in this
short film we made
about the home visits
that our Home Energy
Team carry out in
Bristol and Somerset

“

We provide home visits for many of the
people we advise in Bristol and
Somerset, and they are valuable because
they help us really see what’s going on.
When we visit a home, we advise you on
energy bills and can also offer you
advice on how to deal with damp and
mould and how to keep warm.

package of support could be given to those
who qualify for free prescriptions.
This proposal goes much further than
the previous schemes (such as Warm Front,
CERT etc.) in which health professionals
have referred clients to organisations like
CSE. In these cases our ability to help was
dependent on two things: that the client
was in receipt of the right combination of
benefits, and that they lived in a certain

Could a domestic energy efficiency
scheme targeted by health professionals
improve the nation’s health and keep
people out of hospital?

“

were worried for the health of their
newborn baby. On a home visit an advisor
was able to explain how their heating
controls worked and how to reduce
condensation.
Shockingly, we found their electricity
meter was charging Economy 7 rates
(expensive during the day, and meant for
electric night storage heating) even
though the property had gas heating. We
contacted their energy supplier, E.ON,
who altered the account and then sent
them a refund, and registered them for
the Warm Home Discount, a £140 rebate
on their electricity bill.
Bristol City Council have now fitted
extractor fans in the kitchen and bathroom to improve the ventilation and fitted
draught-proofing around the front and
back doors.
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type of property (e.g. one that could be
insulated simply).
Under the current Energy Company
Obligation, referrals have become even
more complicated and are dependent on a
third-party assessor to confirm the householder’s eligibility. You have to ask yourself
why a health professional would refer a sick
and potentially vulnerable householder for
support when there is no guarantee that
they will actually receive any help at all.
Under my proposed Winter Warmth
Scheme, the help would be guaranteed.
And by placing health professionals at the
heart of the eligibility decision-making
process, it would trust doctors, nurses and
other health workers to use their expertise
to prescribe energy efficiency as a way of
improving a person’s health. It would provide these health workers with the confidence that their referral will lead to a
positive outcome, along with reducing the
burden that cold homes place on the NHS.
This is an abridged version of Ian’s
proposals. For more details, see
www.cse.org.uk/winterwarmth
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Green Open Homes
makes inspiring impact
43 events, 607 open houses
and over 10,000 people
inspired to improve their own
homes

B

PHOTOS BRISTOL GREEN DOORS EXCEPT TOP LEFT
(HORNBEAM CENTRE) AND TOP CENTRE (CSE)

ack in 2013, CSE was commissioned by the Department for
Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) to set up and run the
Green Open Homes network. The aim
was to help new open homes events get off
the ground and make existing ones bigger
and better. We partnered with local experts,
Bristol Green Doors, national leaders in running low carbon open homes events.
So, how did we get on? The answer is
‘pretty well’. Since we launched, over 50
organisations have run a local Green Open
Homes event, 43 of which the network
helped to fund. Over half the events were
new and would not have happened without
our support.
In all, 607 homes have opened their
doors to more than 10,100 visitors.
“This means that we’ve smashed all of
our targets for the project” cheered BriDget
Newbery who managed the project. “We are
really encouraged by the vision and drive of
the local organisations and groups around
the country who have run with this idea, and

www.greenopenhomes.net

it’s exciting to see the Green Open Homes
movement rapidly gaining momentum.”
And what do the visitors themselves
make of it all? An impressive 88% found
their visit useful, and 70% said they now
had a clear idea of how they might tackle
improvements to their own home.
“We’ve been looking into solar PV for a
while and after seeing an example today
and talking to the owner at length, we’ve
decided to go ahead,” said one couple.
Others visited an event for different
reasons: “We were very interested in seeing
what people have done to deal with
condensation, which we have in our old
house. This is giving us some good ideas!”
The general consensus from visitors to
Green Open Homes seems to be summed
up by this visitor’s feedback: “I’ve got lots of
information I can now use and I found
everyone very friendly and approachable.”
These comments demonstrated what we
already know – that local open homes are a
very effective way of inspiring people to take
action – and further funding to maintain
and keep the project going has now been
secured.
For expert advice and information for
organisations wanting to run their own
event, see the Green Open Homes website
at: www.greenopenhomes.net

Green Open
Stately Homes
National Trust joins the
Green Open Homes network
During September, the National Trust
invited visitors to 16 of their stately
homes to join behind-the-scenes tours
of their renewable energy
installations.
These included Acorn Bank in
Cumbria, Hardwick Hall in Derbyshire,
Quarry Bank Mill, Cheshire and
Dinefwr, Carmarthenshire. For details,
see http://bit.ly/1BNhYpB
The National Trust is serious about
sustainability, and these properties
sport an impressive array of
renewable energy technologies. One
of the open stately homes was
Cragside in Northumberland, which
was the first house in the world to be
lit by hydroelectricity.
A team of CSE
energy advisors was
on hand at
Tyntesfield House
(above and right) on
27-28 September to
talk to the public
about energy saving
and hand out
energy-saving goodie bags to visitors.
The ‘Green Living’ open homes
event is part of our wider work with
the National Trust promoting the
responsible retrofit of traditionally
constructed buildings; making period
properties more energy efficient while
preserving their heritage.
We’re creating a special microsite
about upgrading heritage properties
(www.loveyouroldhome.org.uk), and we
also now have a dedicated energy
advice phoneline for National Trust
visitors and members: 0800 038 5007.
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Community Chest
closes after awarding
£50,000 to make 58
buildings greener

UCEF could provide lift-off
for large scale non-rural
community energy schemes

PTOTOS: TOP, ABUNDANCE GENERATION, BELOW OSNEY LOCK HYDRO

E
CSE to administer Urban
Community Energy Fund
CSE is really pleased to have won the bid to
administer the Urban Community Energy
Fund (UCEF). This is a £10 million fund from
the Department of Energy and Climate
Change (DECC) that will support non-rural
communities in England with grants (up to
£20,000) and loans (up to £130,000) to
develop renewable energy projects that
bring economic and social benefits to local
people.
CSE will provide overall administration
and lead on the grant side of the scheme,
while Pure Leapfrog, experts in the provision
of social investment to community energy
projects, will focus on assessing and issuing
loans.
UCEF complements the existing Rural
Community Energy Fund (RCEF) which was
launched in 2013 and is already providing
grants to community groups for feasibility
studies.
CSE’s Rachel Coxcoon will lead the
project. “This puts CSE right at the centre of
the increasingly exciting community energy
sector. We look forward to working with
ambitious communities up and down the
country who are seeking to develop
renewable energy enterprises of a significant
scale.”
Pure Leapfrog’s Head of Project Finance,

Richard O’Rourke said, “Our ambition is to
unlock hundreds of millions of pounds of
finance for the community energy sector.
We are delighted to build on our unique
expertise as a finance provider and to
deliver this risk capital to where it is needed
most so that the sector can scale up.”
At the time of writing, the launch date
was not yet confirmed, but we are aiming
for the end of the year.
Groups who wish to be alerted when
the fund launches should email their name
and contact details to ucef@cse.org.uk
Top: the 500kW Resilient Energy Great Dunkilns
community owned wind turbine in Gloucestershire.
Below: the installation of the 4.35m-long, fourbladed Archimedean screw at Osney Lock close
to the centre of Oxford. Osney Lock Hydro has
been set up by a group of local residents to
enable the development of a community-owned
hydro scheme, and is similar in scale to the kinds
of project that UCEF will seek to support.

arlier this year, we closed the
Western Power Distribution
Community Chest, having given
away every penny in the £50,000
pot! 58 village halls, scout huts, churches,
arts centres and other community buildings
across WPD’s region (broadly, southwest
England and South Wales) received a grant
of up to £1,000 to make their premises
more energy efficient and cheaper to run.
Otterton Community Shop in Devon
received a grant to install much-needed
insulation to the walls,
floor and loft. “We
are really grateful, it
will allow us to make
our new shop fit for
the 21st Century,”
said the shop’s chairman, Viv.
Coastlands Family Church in Glamorgan
got a grant to replace their old boiler with a
brand-new efficient one, which will make a
big difference to their heating costs.
Meanwhile, East Quantoxhead Village
Hall in Somerset received funding for two
new water boilers and kettles, enabling
them to keep the all-important cups of tea
coming at a reduced price.
Hawkesbury Hospital Hall, a village hall
in Gloucestershire, was able to install new
lighting with dimmer switches, along with
draught excluders for the external doors,
and in Cornwall, the Passmore Edwards
Institute (Hayle’s village hall) will now be
able to install low-energy lighting throughout the building.
The WPD Community Chest was funded
by Western Power Distribution.

Meanwhile in Bristol
We ran a similar scheme, funded by Bristol
City Council in September and October.
The Bristol Community Building Fund
(www.cse.org.uk/bcbf) offered local
voluntary groups up to £4,000 to improve
the energy efficiency of their community
building by getting improvements like better
insulation, a heating system upgrade, or
more efficient windows and doors.
Funds were allocated on a first-come,
first-served basis, and the total fund of
£20,000 was snapped up pretty quickly.
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Four new Trustees on CSE’s Board
We’re pleased to welcome four new Trustees to CSE.
Following an open recruitment process we can confirm the
appointment of: Ariane Crampton (Head of Energy and
Environment, Wiltshire Council); Andrew Darnton (Managing
Director, AD Research & Analysis); Peter Ellis (Department for
Communities and Local Government); and Kaye Welfare
(Managing Director, The Glass Lift). Acting Chair of CSE’s Board
of Trustees Anne Obey said: “Ariane, Andrew, Peter and Kaye
bring experience, skills and knowledge that will complement
those of existing Trustees and strengthen CSE in the process.
We’re all looking forward to working with them.”

And farewell to a long serving one ...
And speaking of Trustees, we bid farewell to Robin Copeland
who retires from the board after 26 years of huge
contribution to CSE’s development and positive spirit. As a
founder director of CSE when it was first incorporated as an
independent charity, Robin had to invest a pound in the
company, and we were delighted to repay him with a pound
note similar, if not identical, to the one he forked out back in
1979. Spend it wisely, Robin!
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Centre for
Sustainable Energy
We are an independent national
charity that shares our knowledge
and experience to help people
change the way they think and
act on energy.
Switched on since 1979

Who’s who at CSE
Chief Executive
Simon Roberts OBE

Household Energy Services
Ian Preston Head of Household Energy Services | Liz Dagger WISH Caseworker
| Lisa Evans Senior Energy Advisor | Beth Grylls Intern | Justin Lee-Gammage
Senior Energy Advisor | Michael McClelland Scheme Manager | James Pemberton
Intern | Sonia Pruzinsky Senior Energy Advisor | Yusuf Salah Energy Advisor |
Karen Smith Energy Advisor | Natalie Spollin Senior Energy Advisor | Kate Thomas
Senior Project Manager | Mark Tyler Energy Advisor | Jamie Walters Energy Advice
Project Manager | Isobel White WISH Caseworker | Paul Winney Project Officer

Local & Community Empowerment
Rachel Coxcoon Head of Local & Community Empowerment | Caitlin Ballard Intern |
Heather Crane Senior Project Worker | Rachel Haycock Intern | Dan McGarvie Intern
| Bridget Newbery Senior Community Projects Manager | James Watt Project
Manager | Anna Watts Lead Trainer | Harriet Sansom Project Manager

Research & Analysis
Joshua Thumim Head of Research & Analysis | Molly Asher Intern | Kat Blacklaws
Research Project Worker | Dr Toby Bridgeman Researcher | Dr Tom Hinton
Software Developer | Martin Holley Senior Technical Project Manager |
Annette Lamley Research Project Worker | Joe McMullen Research Project Worker |
Zoe Redgrove Researcher | Glenn Searby Junior Software Developer | Richard Tiffin
Senior Software Developer | Vicki White Researcher |

Development & Communications

Bristol: European Green Capital 2015
CSE is looking forward to next year and the many activities
that will take place in Bristol following the city’s elevation to
European Green Capital 2015.
Expect more creativity, culture
and innovation! In particular
we’ll be focused on supporting
the rolling out of £140m in an
energy investment programme
to make Bristol an exemplar in energy efficiency. More
information at www.bristolgreencapital.org
Our vision is a world where sustainability is second nature,
carbon emissions have been cut to safe levels and fuel poverty
has been replaced by energy justice.
Why not join the 4,150 people who receive our fortnightly
enews? Sign up at cse.org.uk/enews. Or the 5,560 people who
follow one of our three Twitter accounts: @cse_bristol,
@cse_communities or @cse_HomeEnergy
Energise is produced a couple of times a year and
distributed free. To request a copy, or ask to be put on the
mailing list, email us at newsletter@cse.org.uk, or download
copies from cse.org.uk/energise
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